Macro Thinking & Micro Action
A digital simulation example for the southern part of Beijing, China
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Abstract. This paper aims to discuss alternative and innovative plan models
for Chinese cities that are currently under rapid development. Our study
considers Complexity Theories of Cities as theoretical base and applies a holistic
approach in city planning by recognizing the complex nature of city. We strive
to integrate the diverse local structure in social and spatial aspects with the
ambition and demands of city’s expansion. Digital sequence simulation is used
as an innovative tool to represent local activities, promote interventions and
predict possible self-organization process in the future. The study arrives at an
open scenario the feasible prospect. A conclusion is drawn to reflect the process,
achievement and weakness of the research.
Keywords. Local diversity; living pattern; industrial parameterization;
infrastructural parameterization; sequence simulation.
Background
Context: Chinese city under globalization
The 21st century marked the major watershed of
human settlements driven by globalization and
privatization. It reveals an emerging role of cities
in the global network and global competition. Chinese cities are not exempt from globalization. They
have largely consolidated and are in the accelerated
phase of urbanization. Over the past thirty years,
the urbanization rate in China rose from 20 percent
to more than 40 percent. To achieve the fast development, cities are considered as machines which
are centrally operated by the forces of politics and
economics in China. Along with the achievements,
critical shortcomings of urbanization, such as pollution, traffic congestion and social inequalities have

become increasingly problematic. The problems reveals a fact that the ongoing urban plan and design
do not consider the complex nature of city (Alexander, 1965) and simply impose decisions which are
not adaptable to cities.

Hypothesis
Faced the problems, Complexity Theories of Cities
(CTC) are considered as one of the theoretical bases
in this study to search for innovative plan methods
which take dynamics and self-organization processes of cities into account. Based on the theory, design
becomes an evolving process embracing different
actors in searching for equilibrium on space (Portugali, 2000).
Therefore, instead of giving a prosperous endproduct to developing Chinese cities, the study aims
to discuss an innovative approach through which
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the self-organization process of cities could be properly guided and facilitated. By doing this, an adaptive
proposal could be obtained.

Research Target
This study chooses Beijing as the object for research.
Da Hong Men (DHM), the southern districts in Beijing is selected as a research area. Digital sequence
simulation is specifically used to represent local activities and predict future changes.

Macro-thinking: Case research---DHM,
Beijing
Introduction of DHM
DHM is located at the urban periphery of Beijing, between the 3rd and the 4th ring roads in the south. It
is on the southern extension of the city central axis,
next to Beijing South Train Station. Because of its
strategic location, DHM has become an important
city access for national immigrants. Moreover, due
to cheap rental price in urban periphery, more and
more immigrants have settled down in DHM and
brought business from their hometown to the area.
Consequently, DHM has grown into an important
commercial cluster in Beijing and is now the biggest
clothing wholesale center in North China [Figure 1].
The process is self-organized and it becomes
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one of the most representative cases of self-organization in Beijing.
Spatial analysis is first made to DHM, including
its spatial composition, infrastructure and distribution of urban facilities. Then, the qualities, weakness
and development pressure in DHM have been investigated. Further, the study tries to search for possibility to build a parametric model for DHM which could
be used to represent the spatial analysis and implement the future strategy.

Quality of DHM
The main quality of DHM is its diversity at both spatial and social levels. This is contributed by its selforganized formation. Without being influenced
by massive top-down intervention, DHM shows
a strong internal force to develop itself and a high
level of tolerance which accepts a variety to coexist. This is how the diversity is achieved during the
transformation.
On the spatial level, DHM has a unique spatial
layout that combines village and city high-rise together. When modern high-rise and international
super blocks keep bringing Beijing a more and more
monotonous image, the spatial identity of villages
is gradually realized as a certain quality. The villages
show a typical Chinese architectural pattern of low
rise and high density. They have flexible structures
which could be freely adjusted for various functions,
such as storage, factories and studios. Additionally, they have kept the traditional value of Chinese
neighborhoods, which considered street as an important public or semi-public space for vibrant local
lives. The mixture of urban blocks and rural villages
in DHM shows a typical spatial phenomenon of urban periphery in Beijing, called urban-rural syndicate. It reveals the pressure of city’s expansion on
rural area. It also creates unique diversity in space at
the same time.
On the other hand, there are various activities
and lifestyles in DHM which exhibit diversity in social aspect. As an urban rural syndicate, as well as a
city access of national immigrants, the demographic
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Figure 1
DHM Reality

composition in the area is complicated. There are
urban citizens, who live in the private apartments
in DHM and work in other parts of Beijing. There are
urban villagers, the original residents in DHM. They
used to live on agriculture. At the present, however,
they expand and lease their houses to earn money,
instead of farming. In addition, there are also national immigrants, who came to Beijing from other
Chinese cities in searching for better opportunities
and higher income.
The diverse groups of people present varied life
styles. Each lifestyle forms certain networks in different scales. For instance, the immigrant merchants in
DHM live under the national network because their
wholesale business relies on national business chain.
The villagers, on the other hand, with their living
circle only inside DHM, form local networks. Conversely, the urban citizens, living in the ‘gated communities’ in DHM, are rather detached from the local lives. They travel through highway, working and
enjoying entertainment in the whole city. In general,
all kinds of people with various lifestyles coexist in
DHM, forming the diversity in social perspective.
In addition, there is a complete clothing wholesale and production chain in DHM which serves as
a solid economic foundation and development
driving force for this area. There has concentrated
more than 460 clothing factories, ranging from parts
manufacturing, module production to assembling.
Furthermore, there are 39 big wholesale malls and
market for garments, clothing materials and accessories. More than half of the clothing related business in Beijing comes from DHM. The clothing industrial chain is considered as an important industrial
potential and advantage for the area to be further
upgraded.

Weakness of DHM
However, there are some weaknesses in DHM as well.
First of all, the infrastructure is not complete and very
un-structuralized. One can examine the connectivity of DHM by looking at the connections in different levels. On the city level, there is only one road,

the neighborhood main road, running through the
whole area and connecting DHM to city main roads.
It makes the area isolated from the rest. On the local
level, most of the neighborhood streets only lead to
the main road, without linking with each other. This
has caused severe traffic jam on the main road and
inefficient movement of flow. Also, because of the
construction of urban blocks and the ongoing densification of villages, the fabric of villages has been
damaged and resulted in many dead-ends in the
local road network. Moreover, at the boundary between the villages and urban blocks, there are many
barriers which are intended to block the interaction
between each other and separate the two ‘worlds’.
Secondly, the isolation and spatial separation
also bring social segregation to DHM. From the
analysis of living pattern, it can be inferred that even
though there are a lot of life styles co-existing together, they do not always interact with each other.
The segregation is particularly clear between the urban citizens and immigrants. This is the reason why
people describe DHM as an immigrant enclave.
Last but not the least, although there are robust
clothing wholesale businesses and manufacturing in
DHM, they stay in the bottom level of the industry
chain. It means low profit, pollution and little contribution to GDP. In this sense, the municipality of Beijing overlooks the economic contribution of DHM to
the whole city and always wants to replace the production in DHM by introducing some high profit investment, such as finance.

Pressure of DHM
Formed by the process of self-organization, DHM
shows strong internal power to grow; however,
as the expansion of the city has reached DHM, it
brought intensive external development pressure
to the area. How could DHM survive under these
two driving forces without losing its original quality,
and how could it find a balance between top-down
intervention and bottom-up emergence? These are
the questions to be answered in the future strategy.
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Parameterization
Infrastructure
Infrastructure is considered as important urban vessels which carry all kinds of flows: flows of people,
goods and information. Therefore, the situation of
infrastructure affects whether the urban flows could
be efficiently transferred. As is well known, infrastructure is tightly related to connectivity in scales.
Thus, the study categorizes infrastructure from extra

large (XL) scale – the global scale, to extra small (XS)
scale – the neighborhood scale. The definition is as
follows: [Figure 2]
• XL: national express way and city fast connection, such as city ring road;
• L: city main road (grid);
• M: roads connecting to city (L, XL roads);
• S: roads leading away from neighborhood, connecting to M road;
• XS: neighborhood paths;
Since the XL and L infrastructures are defined
by the central plan of Beijing, the discussion here focuses on the infrastructures from M scale to XS scale.
M roads show the accessibility of DHM from the city,
and S indicates the connectivity between neighborhoods within DHM. XS reveals the internal structure
of each neighborhood. By counting how many roads
of each scale and the number of connections to citylevel road (L, XL) system, it is easy to parameterize
and sum up the situation of current connectivity and
accessibility of DHM.

Figure 2
Infrastructure

Figure 3
Urban facilities
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Figure 4
Example of living pattern

Table 1
Industrial chain program

Living Pattern
To represent various lifestyles in DHM, simulation of
individual flows is considered as a main tool. There
are two important elements which have affected the
flow of people: one is infrastructure, the carrier of
urban flows, and the other is urban facilities, the destination of urban flow. The facilities, such as restaurants, groceries, shops, factories and stations have
been found and mapped. Similar as infrastructures,
the facilities are also divided into scales: [Figure 3]
• Global facilities: facilities involved in national or
global network, e.g. factories;
• City facilities: facilities involved in city network,
e.g. shopping malls;
• Local facilities: facilities involved in local network, e.g. grocery stores.
Then, the individual living circuit and its influence could be easily represented by highlighting the
roads and facilities visited. In this way, six types of living patterns have been parameterized in DHM. The
local people have been divided into six groups accordingly: 1) wholesale merchant, 2) rich wholesale
businessman, 3) immigrant worker, 4) jobless immigrant, 5) local villager and 6) urban citizens. There
are two dimensions in the parameterization, namely
space and time. This means every lifestyle has been
represented daily, weekly and monthly. Due to the
scale of infrastructure and facilities, the network of
each group has been revealed in local, city and national scales on space. The parameterization of existing living pattern helps to intervene and evaluate

Sequence
1

Design

2

Production Research

3
4
5
6
7

Module Making
Parts Manufacturing
Assembling
Wholesale
Retail

8

After Service

the influence of proposal in the demographic aspect
[Figure 4].

Industrial Sequence
The mapping of urban facilities shows where the
clothing industry takes place in DHM [Figure 3]. To
parameterize the industrial chain, clothing industry
sequence has been listed on [Table 1]
There are eight steps which could be generally categorized into three aspects: production, consumption and creativity. Each step of sequence includes
different programs. The hierarchy of industrial chain
has been diagrammatized by the chart in [Figure 5].
The chart shows the current clothing industry in
DHM stays at the bottom level, which requires great
amount labor forces but generates little profit. The
profit increases exponentially when commercial and
cultural values are added to clothing production. So

Programs
creative

school, studio, exhibition, gallery, salon, showcase…
workshop, studio, headquarter, gallery…

production

consumption

workshop, factories…
workshop, factories, logistics…
workshop, factories, logistics…
wholesale market, mall, sale agent, logistics...
shopping mall, flagship shop, boutiques, design store, logistics, advertisement...
office, shops, brand office...
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Figure 5
Industrial chain diagram

only if DHM upgrades its industrial chain to higher
steps in the sequence, could it gain more benefits. In
order to make the upgration possible, it is important
to satisfy the demand of programs in each step.

Micro-action: Strategy
Strategy to DHM
Our strategy for DHM is to promote DHM into a city
centrality by strengthening its existing qualities. That
is, to enhance its diversity and upgrade its industrial

chain.

Principle
The principle of intervention is called ‘minimum input, maximum effect’. Based on the understanding
of existing principle of emergence, the research is
supposed to activate and guide the direction of selforganization by introducing some key programs as
anchor points. In other words, instead of designing
everything for DHM, it tries to use the limited controllers to make the upgration happen itself.

Figure 6
Graphical user interface
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Figure 7
Simulation of anchor
distribution

Meta-method
There are three steps to realize the strategy. The first
one is top-down intervention, which includes the introduction of infrastructure and anchor projects. The
second is simulating self-organization process which
mainly focuses on the emergence of villages and
commercial facilities. Lastly, the study gives an open
scenario, which optimizes the interaction between
intervention and self-organization.

Sequence Simulation [1]
Object-oriented computer language, related database and GIS space algorithm are selected as simulation tools. The complete simulation process is a
sequence loop. At the first step (intervention), the
processing is initialized and parametric rules considering the infrastructure and basic programs are set
up. At the second step (self-organization), the villages reflect the parametric elements and start the
process of self-organization. At the third step (autogeneration), local infrastructure and related facilities
are generated automatically. When the three steps
sequence accomplished, simulation process goes
back to the first intervention step for the next computing circle. After several iterations of processing
and intervention from designers, simulation process
will arrive at the final development sequence. At this
point, the whole scene of this site is generated.

1st step: Intervention
In this step, parametric data will be used in graphical
user interface (GUI). With GUI, software can choose
the starting stage of development sequence for
DHM to initialize simulation. The industrial and infrastructure databases are arranged into various phases
corresponding to the development sequences. Once
the initial level of the industrial sequence is selected,
corresponding phases will be automatically generated. At the same time, designers can manually adjust the detail parameters in order to achieve a more
desirable effect [Figure 6].
After initialization, anchor projects will be

introduced as main interventions to develop the
site. Every anchor has specific characteristics such
as program, position, size and property, which are
described as a class in object-oriented computer
language. Rules in social and cultural aspects are
established to adjust the results generated by database and GIS spatial and network analyze algorithm
(short for GIS algorithm). Based on the database of
industry chain, GIS algorithm and the rules, computer can calculate how many attractive anchors
are needed in the site, and which programs can be
involved in the anchors (all of those anchors will be
described as objects by computer language).
When the interventional simulation starts, all
anchors strive for optimization in their built-in demands. After a certain amount of time, equilibrium is
achieved and the process stops. Triggered by the anchors, spatial properties are generated automatically
based on the influence from the anchors. The closer
to the anchor, the greater influence it has. Gradient
color is used to display spatial properties, where a
darker color indicates a greater influence and vice
versa [Figure 7]. Through this method, software can
generate various distribution patterns. Then, designers can select one for further processing.

2nd step: Self-organization
In DHM, there are six living patterns. During the step
of intervention, the anchors create environment to
attract new groups of people, such as designers,
researchers, and so on. To simulate this process, we
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Figure 8 (left)
Self-organization diagram
Figure 9 (right)
Auto-generation of neighborhood roads

adopt the concept of tolerance value from Micromotives and Macrobehavious by Thomas Schelling
(1978). The principle is that people select where they
live and work depending on similarities in neighborhood (including cultural and social quality). The tolerance value is introduced to the new comers and is
defined as the number of similar neighborhoods in
the vicinity. For example, if there is no similar neighborhood, the value will be zero; if there is one, the
value should be one and so on and so forth. Before
starting this simulation step, the designer should
set up the tolerant value. Cellular Automata Theory
(Batty, 2005) is a useful tool in simulating self-organizations [Figure 8].
Depending on spatial properties of site generated at the first step, the software strives to distribute
and modify village living patterns (cells). Each cell
tries to find their position in the site and meet their
neighborhood within the tolerance value.
When the simulation is started, the initial situation is determined by assigning a state (live pattern)
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for each cell from the intervention step. A new generation of cells is then created according to spatial
properties of the site and the tolerance rule. The tolerance rule determines that the new state of each cell
is based on their current states and the cells around.
Eventually if all the cells meet the rules, they will be
stable. It should take a finite amount of time to reach
this stable state. Otherwise, designers should reduce
tolerance value and modify the initial parameters in
the intervention step to achieve convergence.
For example, at the beginning designers set the
tolerance value as 2, which means all the cells should
have more than two similar neighborhoods. During
simulation every cell will change its state as long as
it has less than two similar neighborhoods. When all
cells achieve the tolerance rule, the evolution process stops.

3rd step: Auto-generation
In this step, software tries to automatically generate
the neighborhood road system and necessary community facilities.
Neighborhood roads (S XS roads) will emerge
according to the village living pattern. They are
also influenced by the distribution of M scale roads
which are input in the intervention step. The rules
for emerging neighborhood roads are that every village building should be directly connected to neighborhood road(S, XS), and each neighborhood road
should be connected to M roads [Figure 9].
Furthermore, relevant facilities will also emerge,
such as shops, green space and sports fields. Commercial areas will evolve around the crossing of main
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roads and anchor affected area. Green space and
sports fields will be generated at currently empty
areas and so on.

Computer iteration and vision
When the three steps of simulation have finished,
software could evaluate and save the outcome of
the current development sequence for DHM and
proceed to the next sequence.
After completing the whole iterated sequence
of simulation, a sustainable and dynamic situation
will be achieved. Theoretically, using this simulation
process, the upgration and self-organization of DHM
could be predicted in both short and long term.
Thus strategy towards the area can be realized at any
phase. More importantly, the simulation introduces
an interactive approach, enabling a profound participation of environmental, industrial, culture and
social components.

Reflection

simulation is essential because the projection of the
future largely depends on those rules. Another critical issue is to create a convergence programming
sequence structure that has the ability to simulate a
whole scene of urban develop procedure, otherwise
simulation will be endless.
Additionally, evaluation of the effect should be
made regularly to refine the strategy and the rules
in different stages, to ensure the direction of simulation is consistent with the reality.
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